ABSTRACT With the widespread use of smart technologies, graphics processing unit (GPU) power-optimization issues are becoming increasingly important. Many researchers have tried to use dynamic voltage and frequency scaling (DVFS) technology to optimize a GPU's internal energy consumption. However, DVFS energy management often has difficulty balancing GPU performance and energy efficiency. This paper aims to implement a DVFS energy management strategy. We constructed a new type of neural network to a GPU-based energy management scheme, implemented the global-based DVFS model, and explored its implementation details. Using a master-slave model, we built a global energy control solution strategy. This strategy performs global collaborative DVFS adjustments on the GPU's energy consumption module based on task characteristics. Through the software construction and implementation of the global-based DVFS model, we proved that the strategy improves the GPU performance while improving the GPU's energy efficiency. We conducted performance and energy tests on three GPUs on the Tesla, Fermi, and Kepler platforms. The experiments showed that this strategy improved the performance and power consumption of GPUs based on each of the platforms.
I. INTRODUCTION
High-performance computing is evolving in clustering and massive parallelization, especially involving machine learning, which increases the computational complexity and dramatically increases the power consumption of the entire graphics processing unit (GPU). Therefore, how to improve the energy consumption performance of a GPU so that it can adapt to this increasing power consumption is especially important. Dynamic voltage and frequency scaling (DVFS) energy management technology is one of the most promising GPU power-management strategies. DVFS is an efficient way to manage energy by dynamically adjusting the voltage and frequency parameters of the GPU for energy management. With specific tools, researchers can continuously adjust the core voltage and frequency in the GPU [1] .
DVFS has proven to be an effective CPU power-saving method [2] . While DVFS technology is still in its early stages, compared to the mature CPU voltage-and frequencyadjustment technology, the DVFS strategy of GPU energy
The associate editor coordinating the review of this manuscript and approving it for publication was Zheng H. Zhu. consumption is still relatively less mature. DVFS for GPUs is often based on simple strategies such as defining four P-states [3] on the GeForce GTX 980, each a specific combination of GPU operating voltage and frequency. According to the working environment parameters of the GPU, i.e. the task load in the GPU, the GPU is set to work in a certain state, and the energy consumption can be directly controlled. However, due to differences in GPU operating mechanisms, the energy management parameters in GPUs are insufficient compared to those within GPUs. Thus, it is not possible to simply transplant the DVFS energy management strategy in a CPU to a GPU. This creates a dilemma for DVFS management in GPUs, specifically, to increase productivity, you must increase power consumption, and vice versa. For example, in the P-state management policy just mentioned, the four P states are P0, P2, P5, and P8. P8 is an idle state in which energy consumption and work efficiency are low. P2 provides the highest voltage and frequency, and the GPU in this state is very efficient, but it consumes much energy. Therefore, how to improve the GPU's work efficiency while reducing its energy consumption is particularly meaningful.
Recently, researchers have conducted a lot of research based on DVFS GPU energy consumption. For example, Kim et al. [4] scaled the frequency of the GPU with various matrix multiplications on the NVIDIA Fermi platform to save energy. Abe et al. [5] combined the core and memory frequencies of GPUs based on Tesla, Fermi, and Kepler platforms to try to improve the performance and power consumption of the GPU. The experimental results showed that the frequency combinations had different energy consumption effects on different platforms. Currently, GPU DVFS energy optimization research faces the following challenges. First, a certain DVFS strategy may produce different results on GPUs on different platforms. Second, GPU hardware and power management information is very limited. Finally, experiments have lacked accurate quantitative power estimation.
The purpose of this paper is to analyze the causes of this phenomenon, and to use DVFS technology based on the new neural network to solve this dilemma, so as to achieve a management strategy that simultaneously improves GPU efficiency and reduces energy consumption. In this paper, we built a real DVFS measurement environment and obtained more accurate GPU performance data compared to software simulation method. At the same time, we compared the effects of GPU implementation energy optimization strategies on different platforms, and analyzed the effects of the energy optimization strategies proposed in this paper on different platforms.
In addition, current GPU energy management models often use neural networks to overcome the nonlinear relationship between GPU modules, but the traditional neural network is fully connected, which is complex. This is not conducive to real-time computing, and we need to establish better real-time control strategies for GPUs. This strategy is necessary to build an efficient GPU energy management system. Through analysis, we have summarized two important strategies related to GPU energy management. The first is task-feature control; the task feature is highly correlated with the GPU's power consumption [6] . The task feature in the GPU can be used for energy consumption adaptive control. The second is based on a global collaborative energy management strategy. We use a proportional-integralderivative neural network (PIDNN) with high real-time processing to realize the coordinated control of the GPU energy management modules with efficient real-time computing. We combine these two strategies to form a globalbased PIDNN collaborative energy control strategy, i.e. the global-based PIDNN, and we use the CUDA programming environment to build a code framework. Hence, we increase GPU performance while reducing power consumption.
Our work incorporates the following two innovations. 1) A multi-variable, global-based DVFS energy management model is constructed. The model has the advantage of real-time control and has a task-tracking feature to realize the coordinated energy consumption control of each energy module in the GPU. 2) We use the existing GPU software-implementation framework CUDA model to build a new energy optimization model called a master-slave-based model. We designed the model based on the idea of modularization and realized the code framework of the GPU energy management system through system-function division. The remainder of this paper is organized as follows.
In the next part, we describe the overall energy consumption model in the GPU, analyze the dilemma faced by the DVFS energy management strategy, and propose to build a new energy management model with PIDNN. In the third part, we use the PIDNN model to construct the energy control module through the task feature. We use PIDNN to build a DVFS energy management solution for the GPU and, at the same time, build a master-slave model to implement a globalbased energy optimization model. Then we train the model and elaborated on the algorithm process and the code implementation framework. In the fourth part, we carried out experimental simulations and verify the performance and energy optimization characteristics of the global-based DVFS model for three different GPU platforms.The fifth part of this paper summarizes our work and discusses possible future work.
II. BACKGROUND AND PRELIMINARY CONSIDERATIONS A. GPU OVERALL ENERGY CONSUMPTION MODEL
The dynamic energy consumption of the GPU has multiple parts, as shown in Fig. 1 . The GPU has three main energy consumption modules. These are the stream multiprocessor (SM), memory (MEM), and interconnection network (ICNT) modules. Each of these modules is explained below.
The SM module is composed of multiple stream processors (SMs) and L1 cache. The SM is the core component for calculation, and it includes several high-speed pipelines to complete high-speed calculations. From the perspective of energy consumption, because the module is responsible for high-speed computing functions, it consumes about 40% of GPU power [7] .
The MEM module is a standalone global memorymanagement module composed of off-chip L2 cache. This module interacts with the SM calculation results, and probably uses more than 30% of GPU power.
The ICNT module is connected to the calculation and MEM modules; it is responsible for communication between the SM and MEM modules. It uses a cross-switch circuit to achieve high-speed communication bandwidth between modules. This module uses 20% of GPU power.
Based on the analysis of the global energy architecture, a GPU's total energy consumption consists of static energy consumption and dynamic energy consumption. The static energy consumption can be expressed by (1) .
In the above formula, P static represents the static power consumption of the GPU, V dd is the power supply voltage, and I static is the total current flowing through the CMOS circuit. Static power is usually very low, so its impact is neglected in this article.
A GPU's dynamic energy consumption is the sum of the energy consumption of the three modules. The dynamic energy consumption of the GPU is represented by (2) .
In the above formula, a i is the active factor of each module; C i is the capacitance parameter of each module; V i is the voltage parameter of each energy consumption module; and f i is the operating frequency of each module, whose three working frequencies are expressed as f SM , f MEM , and f ICNT . Our goal is coordinated control over the operating frequencies of these three modules.
B. DVFS ENERGY MANAGEMENT STRATEGY DILEMMA
The DVFS energy management strategy is based on two energy consumption prediction models. One strategy is to build a power-consumption regression model for the GPU, which will be used to predict and manage GPU energy consumption. For example, a task feature model was built for the GPU, using DVFS control to predict and reduce the power consumption of the GPU [8] . An analysis based on kernel coarse-grained granularity and optimized GPU energy consumption was established [9] . The energy limitation method was used to perform DVFS control on the GPU to increase throughput [10] .
We model GPU power consumption linearly as:
where P is the power consumption, x 1 , x 2 , . . . , x n are the n input variables, and a 0 , a 1 , . . . , a n are the output contributions. This strategy assumes that the energy consumption modules in the GPU are linear. The problem with this model is its inability to accurately predict nonlinear GPU energy systems. Another method is to use an artificial neural network (ANN) to build a predictive model. Li et al. [11] used five system parameters to establish an energy consumption model for the GPU, and used DVSF technology to adjust its operating voltage. The advantage of modeling with the ANN method is its facility with the nonlinear relationship between variables. However, it requires a large amount of training data to build the model, and the output model has high complexity. The prediction error of the GPU regression model is often large. For energy consumption systems that require more efficient real-time features, the prediction accuracy of this modeling method is relatively low, and it is not possible to cooperatively control multiple energy consumption modules in a system. To achieve coordinated global management of multiple energy modules of the GPU requires a more effective prediction model.
C. PIDNN COLLABORATIVE CONTROL MODEL
Regarding the decoupling problem, Shu [12] and Liu and Song [13] proposed a proportional-integral-derivative neural network (PIDN) and demonstrated its cooperative control characteristics.
PIDNN is a special multivariable collaborative controller composed of a neural network and PID. Its network structure is shown in Fig. 2 . Putting the PID neurons into the multi-layer forward network constitutes a univariate PIDNN controller that can serve as the basic control unit for the GPU. The basic form of the PIDNN controller is 2-3-1. It consists of two input-layer neurons, three hidden-layer neurons, and one output-layer neuron. The hidden-layer neurons are composed of proportional, differential, and integral elements.
The PIDNN controller works as follows. First, the output of the signal r 1 (k) , r 2 (k) input-layer neurons enters the hidden layer through the first-level network W and the three neurons of the hidden layer. The element performs proportional, integral, and differential processing on the input signal. Then the input of the hidden layer enters the output layer through the second-level network V, and the neurons of the output layer complete the output y of the entire network with the proportional neurons. The PIDNN can complete the singlevariable control task. The hidden-layer neuron functions of PIDNN are both static and dynamic. Their state functions are as follows:
In the formula, the P neurons are static neurons, and the I and D neurons are dynamic neurons. The PIDNN controller incorporates the PID control law in the neural network. This causes the controlled parameters to only be related to the given control parameters, and has nothing to do with other control parameters, so that the PIDNN has good cooperative control characteristics. In addition, PIDNN is not a fully connected network structure. Compared with ANN, the network parameter adjustment of this structure has better realtime performance [14] .
III. METHODOLOGY A. ENERGY MANAGEMENT MODEL BASED ON THE TASK FEATURE
The main energy-consumption modules of the GPU are the stream multiprocessor module (SM module), memory module (MEM module), and ICNT module. We abstract the energy module in the GPU and use Fig. 3 to illustrate it.
The operating frequencies of the three energy-consumption modules are independent. If we set the operating frequencies of the SM, MEM, and ICNT modules to be f SM , f MEM , and f ICNT , respectively, the clock frequencies of the modules can be independently adjusted, and individual frequency control of the three modules is possible.
When the task access in the SM module fails, the task queue TQ CM will be formed in the SM module. The length of the queue reflects the size of the SM workload. Similarly, when multiple SMs communicate with the MEM module, the ICNT module's task load will increase, and a task queue TQ ICNT will be formed. The larger the load, the longer the task queue. By the same token, when the task of sending ICNT modules to the MEM module increases, the task queue of the MEM module TQ MEM is also increased. When the GPU system has a memory-access request, if the cache-access fails, then the request queue is written to the miss status holding register (MSHR). The GPU can obtain the task queues of the three energy-consumption modules from the MSHR parameters, TQ SM , TQ MEM , and TQ ICNT , and use them as parameters to control the operating frequency of the energy-consumption module.
Based on the above observations, we constructed a collaborative optimization method for the GPU energy-consumption module using the system-control characteristics of the PIDNN network. The system framework of this method is shown in Fig. 4 .
At the heart of the global-based DVFS energy-management model is a global controller consisting of three sets of PIDNN networks. We input the task queue parameters TQ SM , TQ MEM , and TQ ICNT , and the operating frequency parameters f SM , f MEM , and f ICNT of the three energy-consumption modules to this global decoupling controller. The controller decouples the three sets of parameter signals TQ SM , TQ MEM , and TQ ICNT , and outputs three working-frequency control signals C 1 , C 2 and C 3 for real-time control of the operating frequency of the three modules, thereby realizing energy-consumption optimization. From Fig. 4 , we can see that this control method comprehensively considers the control modules, and the energy-consumption optimization of the modules is independently related to each other. Since the method utilizes task-queue parameters TQ SM , TQ MEM , and TQ ICNT to generate corresponding control signals, this adjustment has attributes based on task characteristics. We call this energy-management model the global-based DVFS energy-management model.
B. GLOBAL-BASED DVFS MODEL TRAINING PROCESS
The global-based DVFS energy optimization model is based on the PIDNN controller, which consists of three sets of PIDNN controllers (Fig. 2) . The core of each group of controllers is the P-I-D neuron function of the hidden layer. These three sets of controllers form a global-based energy optimization model through the V and W networks. Global-based DVFS adjusts the weight parameters of the V and W according to the gradient descent method, and gives the training results. The V and W weight parameters adjustment equation is the mean square error of the input signal:
where J represents the mean square error of the input signal; r n1 and r n2 represent the input signals; l is the number of points used per batch; n represents the subnet number.
Since the global-based DVFS model consists of three PIDNN subnets, n = 1, 2, 3. The convergence of the PIDNN depends on the choice of the learning step size η, and the learning step size η is calculated according to (6) .
Here, η is the learning step size; J is the input signal mean square error; V and W are network of the two-level PIDNN. The global-based model has three pairs of inputs and three outputs. The W network is a 6 × 9 matrix, and the V network is a 9 × 3 matrix. We set the initial value of V, W, set the number of sampling points l = 50 according to the backpropagation formula, and set η = 0.002. The weight parameters of the V and W are adjusted according to the weight adjustment function, and 300 iterations are performed. The weights of the V and W networks are then adjusted to obtain a relatively stable PIDNN controller. Fig. 5 shows the training error of the network. The required accuracy is obtained after 63 iterations. After training, the weight parameters of the V and W are adjusted, as shown in Fig. 6 .
C. IMPLEMENTATION FRAMEWORK OF GLOBAL-BASED DVFS ENERGY MANAGEMENT MODEL
To realize the collaborative control of the global-based DVFS energy management model, we constructed a block diagram of the master-slave model, as shown in Fig. 7 .
In the master-slave-based model, we use the master GPU run a decoupled neural network in and produce control signals to optimize the energy consumption of the slave GPU. Their communication with the CPU goes through the motherboard system bus. There are two GPUs in the model, and they communicate through the CPU. The description of each functional module in the block diagram is as follows.
1) Master GPU module: This is the master GPU, which runs the global decoupling network and generates three sets of control signal numbers, C SM , C ICNT , and C MEM , for global energy-control of another GPU. 2) Slave GPU module: We call this the controlled GPU.
Its energy consumption module also consists of three groups: the SM, MEM, and ICNT modules. The three sets of control signals generated by the master GPU will control the frequency of these modules in real time. 3) CPU module: In this model, the CPU is responsible for communication between the master and slave GPUs. It extracts feature signals from the slave GPU, {TQ SM , TQ MEM , TQ ICNT and f SM , f MEM , f ICNT }, and hands them over to the master GPU, which produces real-time control. The signal, which is responsible for handing over the control signal to the slave GPU, optimizes the power consumption of the slave GPU. The master-slave model works in three steps. First, the CPU obtains three sets of characteristic signals from the energy consumption modules from the GPU in real time, {TQ SM , TQ MEM , TQ ICNT } and {f SM , f MEM , f ICNT }, and transfers them through the system bus to the master GPU. Second, the master GPU accepts the three sets of characteristic signals, and uses the PIDNN nerve running inside it to generate three sets of control signals,C SM , C MEM , and C ICNT , in real time according to the control law and weightcorrection algorithm of the PIDNN network. Third, the CPU acquires three sets of control signals through the function, and the CPU calls the interface to perform real-time control on the operating frequency of the GPU.
D. GLOBAL-BASED DVFS ENERGY MANAGEMENT PSEUDO-CODE FRAMEWORK
We used the energy optimization implementation architecture of the master-slave model to implement an energy optimization strategy based on the NVIDIA CUDA programming model [15] . Communication between the CPU and GPU is performed in master-slave model. Fig. 8 shows a schematic block diagram of the code implementation of the master-slave model, which is used to achieve energy optimization.
The architecture consists of the host thread in the CPU and the devices in the master and slave GPUs. The following three functional modules in Fig. 8 are described. 1) Host Thread: This runs in the CPU, and it has three tasks. The first task is to send a start signal to the Master GPU to inform it to enter the working state. The second task is to be responsible for signal transmission in the two GPUs, which includes obtaining three sets of characteristic signals from the Slave_GPU, obtaining control signals from the Master_GPU, and transmitting them to the Slave_GPU. The third task is to use the obtained control signal to change the operating frequency of the three energy modules inside the Slave_GPU to achieve energy optimization. 2) Master_GPU Thread: The master GPU process is mainly responsible for initializing the PIDNN neural network and for generating three sets of control signals through calculation. 3) Slave_GPU Thread: This controlled GPU process is mainly responsible for running the benchmark program. It is also responsible for receiving control signals from the CPU and using them to change their working status. Next, we describe the process of energy optimization, which is completed in three steps.
First, all work starts when the Slave_GPU runs the test program. When the Slave_GPU starts running the process, it will notify the CPU with the function Run_Benchmarks(). The CPU receives the notification and uses Start_Master_GPU() to inform the Master_GPU to start working. The Master_GPU first initializes the global decoupling controller through Init_PIDNN(), and waits for the characteristic signal transmitted by the CPU.
Second, the CPU extracts the feature signal from the inside using the Slave_GPU, and obtains three sets of characteristic signals of the three energy consumption modules of the Slave_GPU through the Get_Slave_CharcSeg() function, {TQ SM , TQ MEM , TQ ICNT }, and {f SM , f MEM , f ICNT }. Three sets of characteristic signals are transmitted to the Master_GPU through the Send_CharcSeg_To_Master() function. After receiving the feature signal, the Master_GPU runs the Calculate_Contlsig() method. The method includes calculating the control law of the global decoupling network using the Control_law() function, modifying the parameters with the Weight_correct() function, and returning three sets of control parameters, C SM , C ICNT , and C MEM , with return(ContlSignls).
In the third step, the CPU uses Get_Contrl_Signals() to obtain three sets of control parameters and uses the Change_Slave_FrqSeg() function to change the operating frequency of the Slave_GPU internal energy module in real time.
IV. EXPERIMENT AND ANALYSIS
This section is divided into four parts. The first part describes the experimental design and experimental steps. The second part verifies and analyzes the correlation between the task characteristics and energy consumption. The third part verifies the performance characteristics of the global-based DVFS model. The fourth part verifies the energy consumption characteristics of the global-based DVFS model.
A. EXPERIMENTAL DESIGN AND EXPERIMENTAL ENVIRONMENT 1) EXPERIMENTAL DESIGN
(a) In order to verify the effectiveness of the global-based model, we build an experimental environment that can perform actual energy measurements based on the master-slave model. To achieve energy optimization, we use the Master GPU to run the PIDNN controller to perform coordinated frequency adjustment on the controlled Slave GPU.
(b) We run the PIDNN controller on the Master GPU. We set the frequency adjustment signal and the controlled signal of the three energy modules once every 1000 clock cycles, taking 50 sampling points per batch. The backward propagation algorithm is used to adjust the network weights of V and W , and the learning step size η = 0.002. After 64 steps of training and learning, a relatively stable PIDNN controller is obtained.
(c) In order to verify the energy optimization effect of the global-based model, the performance of the Tesla, Fermi, and Kepler GPU platforms are tested, and the results compared. We collect the throughput data and energy consumption data of the three GPUs before and after using the global-based model, and compare and analyze the data.
2) EXPERIMENTAL ENVIRONMENT
In order to verify the effect of the GPU global energy optimization model based on the global-based DVFS model, we set up an experimental environment that can perform actual energy measurements. The environment is shown in Fig. 9 .
The experimental components include a Master GPU that runs the PIDNN controller; a frequency-controlled slave GPU; a PC host; and a power meter. A detailed description of the experimental components is as follows.
a: MASTER GPU
An NVIDIA Tesla C2050 [16] was used as a master GPU to run the PIDNN controller in the experiment and generate a frequency adjustment signal for the slave GPU. The specific parameters are described in Table 1 .
b: SLAVE GPU
In order to compare and analyze the energy optimization effect of the global-based model, Quadro FX380, GTX480, VOLUME 7, 2019 and GTX 680 were selected as the slave GPUs. They were based on the Tesla, Fermi, and Kepler platforms. The module operating frequency within the slave GPU was adjusted by the master GPU. At the same time, we used the slave GPU to run the benchmark and test its throughput and power consumption. Table 2 describes the experimental parameters of the three slave GPUs.
c: PC HOST
Its role is to complete the communication between the FPGA function board and the GPU. The PC host acquires the feature parameters from the GPU and sends the frequency adjustment signal to the FPGA through the I/O interface, thereby optimizing the global energy consumption of the GPU internal modules.
d: TEST PROCEDURE DESCRIPTION
In order to verify the energy optimization effect of the FPGA-based global energy consumption model, we tested the improvement of GPU throughput. The test program was divided into three groups according to the dependency on the cache: high cache sensitivity (HCS), medium cache sensitivity (MCS), and cache insensitivity (CI) [17] . These are described in Table 3 .
B. EFFECT OF TASK CHARACTERISTICS ON ENERGY CONSUMPTION
To prove the impact of the task feature on energy consumption, we tested the relationship between the process characteristics (the process access frequency of the cache) and the blocking. We selected 15 test benchmarks [18] and divided the frequency of access to Cache into three groups, according to the program, to verify the relationship between process characteristics and energy consumption.
As can be seen in our experiments, the test program generated much pipeline blocking in the SM. Moreover, this blocking increased as the process increased the frequency of cache access.
From Fig. 10 , we find that the higher the dependency of the benchmark program on the cache, the more blocking it will cause. The average blocking value caused by the HCS benchmark was 63.84%, and the average blocking value generated by the MCS benchmark was 43.14%. The average blocking value generated by the CI benchmark program was 11.16%. The process characteristics of cache dependency increased the waiting queues of the L1Cache in SMs, which caused increased blocking of the pipelines, ultimately causing GPU throughput to decrease and operating energy consumption to increase.
Through experiments, we have proved that the process characteristic (cache access frequency) and energy consumption are related, the higher the frequency of access to the process cache the more serious the pipeline blocking, and the higher the corresponding energy consumption.
C. PERFORMANCE OPTIMIZATION CHARACTERISTICS OF THE GLOBAL-BASED DVFS ENERGY MANAGEMENT MODEL
In order to compare the performance of the three Slave GPUs, we used the test procedure outlined in Table 3 to collect throughput rates before and after use of the global-based DVFS model. The test data is shown in Table 4 .
In order to more clearly show the performance improvement when using the global-based energy optimization model, we compare the performance of the three Slave GPUs within Fig. 11 . Fig. 11 shows that the throughput of the three slave GPUs improves with the global energy optimization strategy of the global-based model. The GTX680 based on the Kepler platform has the most improvement, and its throughput increases by 13.10% on average, whereas the throughput based on Fermi GTX460 increases by 7.13% on average. The Quadro FX380 based on the Tesla platform has the least notable improvement (an increase of 4.99%). The experiment shows that the performance of the GPU is significantly improved after using the global energy optimization model of the global-based model, which proves the performance optimization effect of the global-based model. In addition, the experimental results show that the higher the cache dependency of the benchmark program, the more obvious the performance improvement. 
D. ENERGY OPTIMIZATION FEATURES OF GLOBAL-BASED DVFS ENERGY MANAGEMENT MODEL
In order to compare the performance of the three Slave GPUs, we used the test program presented in Table 3 to test the energy consumption of the three Slave GPUs. We collected the energy consumption data before and after use of the global-based DVFS model. The test data is shown in Table 5 .
In order to more intuitively display the energy reduction effect of the global-based model, the energy consumption of the three slave GPUs are also presented in Fig. 12 . This figure clearly shows that the energy consumption of the three slave GPUs decreases after using the global-based model's global energy optimization strategy. Among them, the energy loss of GTX680 based on the Kepler platform is the most obvious: its energy consumption drops by 18.67% on average. Meanwhile, the energy consumption based on Fermi GTX460 decreases by 13.65% on average, and the power consumption of Quadro FX380 based on the Tesla platform drops by 4.39% on average. This shows that after using the global-based model's global energy optimization model, the GPU's energy consumption has a significant decline, which proves the energy efficiency of the global-based model. In addition, the experimental results show that the higher the cache dependency of the benchmark program, the more obvious the performance improvement.
Combining the Slave GPU performance improvement and energy optimization results, we can see that the global-based model has improved performance and energy optimization for GPUs on all three platforms. The GTX680 based on the Kepler platform has the most obvious improvement, followed by the GTX460 based on the Fermi platform. Meanwhile, the Quadro FX380 based on the Tesla platform has the least obvious improvement.
The energy optimization achieved by the global-based model is based on the following two points. First, the PIDN controller is used to decouple the three energy consumption modules in the GPU at the same time, and the operating frequency of the three energy consumption modules is coordinated. Second, the global-based model has a time advantage in parameter adjustment of the PIDNN network, and can coordinate the operating frequency of the energy consumption module in the GPU.
V. CONCLUSIONS
In this paper, a new DVFS method is used to control the energy consumption of a GPU. This approach uses two energy-related strategies. The first strategy is that the energy management method adaptively adjusts the energy consumption module of the GPU based on the task feature. We have experimentally proven that this strategy is effective for GPU energy management. The second strategy is to use PIDNN to achieve coordinated adjustment of GPU multi-energy modules. We built the global-based DVFS energy management model to achieve global GPU energy optimization. This global-based DVFS method improves both GPU performance and energy efficiency on different platforms.
We have only implemented the global-based DVFS energy management model in a single GPU and have not considered applying this strategy in a multi-GPU cluster environment. Looking ahead, to solve high-performance computing problems, GPU-based computing systems will move toward multi-core, multi-card clusters. This means that a GPU workstation will often contain multiple GPU computing cards. We envisage applying the global-based DVFS model energy optimization method to the GPU cluster. 
